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ANOTHER ABUSE OF SEDITION LAW BY THE STATE

Sedition law was drafted and implemented by the British colonial government when India
was a colonised country. Even after 68 years of ‘independence’, this law is often used by the rulers
of Indian states, proving themselves to be the real heirs of the colonial rulers.

The colonial rulers are used this draconian law to suppress any criticism against their rule and
the expression of the aspirations of the people for independence. Like those brutal rulers, the
present-day Indian rulers too are using the sedition law against their opponents. These ‘democratic’
rulers are ruthlessly quashing any dissent, with the misuse of this law of sedition against people
who express their dis-satisfaction against the anti-people policies of the governments in power.
This draconian law came handy to the rulers easily to incarcerate the dissenters after harassing
them. In spite of various Supreme Court judgments that have strictly circumscribed the limits of
sedition, given the constitution’s guarantee of the speech and freedoms, the rulers are investing
this colonial law of sedition against the dissenters.

On one hand the rulers are touting that they are quashing the colonial era old laws, that are
not suitable for the present-day circumstances and are mooting to do away with certain laws that
really provide at least a nominal protection to the toiling masses-like the labour laws-but at the
same time, they are retaining such draconian laws of sedition, to continue their totalitarian rule.

Now it is the Tamil Nadu state government that has abused the sedition law, by incarcerating
the folk singer S.Kovan, a dalit rights activists and a lead singer of peoples art and literary association
(Makkal Kalai Ilakiya Kazhagam), just because he is campaigning for total prohibition in Tamil
Nadu state and closure of TASMC liquor shops.

Kovan has been organizing skits and similar events with sharp comments against the
governments’ policies, demanding a total ban on alcohol- a hot- button issue in a state where
National Crime Records Bureau data shows more than 1,500 people died because of spurious or
illicit liquor between 2005 and 2014.

In Tamil Nadu there are about 6,800 state-run alcohol shops, and TASMAC earned about
Rs.24, 000crores a year in 2013-14.

He pointed his finger at AIDMK government and criticised the Chief Minister Jayalalita and
her government for profiting from sale of liquor in the state’s chain alcohol shops.

He uploaded electronic content like videos, lyrics etc and that his songs were reported to be
seen over 400,000 times in Youtube. In that way he has been continuing a sustained campaign for
total prohibition in the state and closure of TASMAC liquor shops. Particularly his song “MOODU
TASMACAI-MOODU” (shut down TASMAC liquor shops) had drawn the ire of the Jayalalitha
government and his songs are adjudged to be seditions, and he was arrested in Tiruchirupalli at his
home and whisked to Chennai soon after his arrest around 2.30 A.M. According to the officials, he
was arrested under section 124(A) of I.P.C. (sedition) allegedly for uploading defamatory content
on social media against C.M., Jayalalitha and insulting remarks on her at a village function. Thus
the police officers chose to the arbitrarily quashing of dissent.

This is how the draconian sedition law is proving to be perilous having disastrous effects on
the freedoms of the people, supposed to have been guaranteed by the constitution.

This abuse of sedition act by the state is nothing but the mockery of the democracy, which is
claimed to be, being practiced in our country.

‘CLASS STRUGGLE’ condemns this anti-democratic action of T.N.government and demands
the release of S.Kovan unconditionally.
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